Tissue microenvironments are characterized not only in terms of chemical composition but also by collective properties such as stiffness, which influences the contractility of a cell, its adherent morphology, and even differentiation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The nucleoskeletal protein lamin-A,C increases with matrix stiffness, confers nuclear mechanical properties, and influences differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), whereas B-type lamins remain relatively constant [9] . Here we show in single-cell analyses that matrix stiffness couples to myosin-II activity to promote lamin-A,C dephosphorylation at Ser22, which regulates turnover, lamina physical properties, and actomyosin expression. Lamin-A,C phosphorylation is low in interphase versus dividing cells, and its levels rise with states of nuclear rounding in which myosin-II generates little to no tension. Phosphorylated lamin-A,C localizes to nucleoplasm, and phosphorylation is enriched on lamin-A,C fragments and is suppressed by a cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor. Lamin-A,C knockdown in primary MSCs suppresses transcripts predominantly among actomyosin genes, especially in the serum response factor (SRF) pathway. Levels of myosin-IIA thus parallel levels of lamin-A,C, with phosphosite mutants revealing a key role for phosphoregulation. In modeling the system as a parsimonious gene circuit, we show that tension-dependent stabilization of lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA can suitably couple nuclear and cell morphology downstream of matrix mechanics.
Tissue microenvironments are characterized not only in terms of chemical composition but also by collective properties such as stiffness, which influences the contractility of a cell, its adherent morphology, and even differentiation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The nucleoskeletal protein lamin-A,C increases with matrix stiffness, confers nuclear mechanical properties, and influences differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), whereas B-type lamins remain relatively constant [9] . Here we show in single-cell analyses that matrix stiffness couples to myosin-II activity to promote lamin-A,C dephosphorylation at Ser22, which regulates turnover, lamina physical properties, and actomyosin expression. Lamin-A,C phosphorylation is low in interphase versus dividing cells, and its levels rise with states of nuclear rounding in which myosin-II generates little to no tension. Phosphorylated lamin-A,C localizes to nucleoplasm, and phosphorylation is enriched on lamin-A,C fragments and is suppressed by a cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor. Lamin-A,C knockdown in primary MSCs suppresses transcripts predominantly among actomyosin genes, especially in the serum response factor (SRF) pathway. Levels of myosin-IIA thus parallel levels of lamin-A,C, with phosphosite mutants revealing a key role for phosphoregulation. In modeling the system as a parsimonious gene circuit, we show that tension-dependent stabilization of lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA can suitably couple nuclear and cell morphology downstream of matrix mechanics.
Results and Discussion
Lamin-A,C Phosphorylation in Interphase Cells Is Favored by Low Nuclear Stress The inner nuclear membrane is lined by juxtaposed networks of two types of intermediate filament proteins. The main products of the LMNA gene, lamin-A and the truncated spliceform lamin-C, have long been known to vary greatly between different tissues [10] . LMNB1 is the founding member of the intermediate filament superfamily [11] that also includes LMNB2, which varies minimally in expression between different tissues [9] . The lamina interacts with numerous nuclear proteins and chromatin, as well as links across the nuclear envelope to the cytoskeleton [12] [13] [14] . Our recent proteomics analyses of tissue samples and cells showed that lamin-A,C (LMNA) is unique among these various factors in increasing systematically with tissue stiffness [9] . We further showed with cultured cells that lamin-A,C increases with matrix stiffness and can enhance differentiation, although the molecular basis for mechanoregulation was unclear. Mass spectrometry (MS) of bulk lysates suggested that lamin-A,C was more phosphorylated on soft matrices than stiff matrices while B-type lamins showed no detectable phosphorylation. All lamins are abundantly phosphorylated in rounded mitotic cells (uncaging the chromatin). One of the best-characterized phosphorylation sites in lamin-A,C is Ser22 [15, 16] , for which there is an antibody suitable for high-resolution cell imaging. We therefore hypothesized that pSer22 in individual interphase cells would be highest in states of low cell tension.
Quantitative immunofluorescence showed pSer22 in the nuclei of every cell ( Figure 1A and Figures S1A-S1C available online), amounting to w5%-10% of total lamin-A,C as calibrated by synthetic peptides using MS ( Figures 1B, S1D , and S1E). Intensities in each interphase nucleus were at least several fold above the intensity of the secondary antibody control ( Figure S1B ) while also being w10-fold less than those in dividing cells ( Figures 1B, S1C , and S1D). Specificity of antipSer22 was confirmed with an epitope blocking phosphopeptide that greatly decreased signal in both nondividing nuclei and dividing cell cytoplasm ( Figure 1B) . Lamin-A,C is thus phosphorylated at Ser22 during interphase. The A549 cell line used in these initial imaging studies possesses some key mesenchymal characteristics [17] , but similar observations apply to primary human MSCs that are well known for their contractility-modulated adhesion [2] .
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were seeded from suspension onto soft (0.3 kPa) or stiff (40 kPa) collagen-coated matrices and were then fixed and imaged at various time points. The fraction of lamin-A,C phosphorylated at Ser22 (pSer22/LMNA) decreased concomitantly with greater nuclear spreading and total lamin-A,C, which were both promoted by stiff matrix ( Figure 1C ). Cells cultured on a very thin layer (3-15 mm) of soft matrix on top of glass exhibited behavior intermediate between that of cells on soft and stiff gels (both >35 mm thick), and indeed in the case of total lamin-A,C and pSer22 per LMNA, the thin, soft gel behaved most like the thick, stiff gel. The thin, soft gel had the same chemical composition as the thicker soft gel, but the proximity of the hard glass substrate increases the apparent stiffness ''felt'' by the cell so that hydrogel composition seems unimportant [18, 19] . After 24 hr, lamin-A,C dephosphorylation on soft gels was one-half of that on stiff matrices, but changes in phosphorylation were observed within hours of cell adhesion, which is similar in time scale to changes in lamin-A,C level and nuclear spreading. Rapid posttranslational changes under stress have been reported in other mechanotransduction pathways such as p130Cas when extended by cell tension to expose sites for phosphorylation [4] (opposite to the trend here). For lamin-A,C in isolated nuclei, we have recently demonstrated stress modulation of a site-specific, nonenzymatic modification (i.e., fluorophore conjugation to a buried cysteine) [9] , and so stress modulation of lamin-A,C phosphorylation could Figure S1E ). Dividing cells showed the greatest extent of phosphorylation ( Figure S1C ). Preincubation with a phosphoepitope-blocking peptide decreased immunofluorescence intensity, as did nonspecific binding to a nonphosphorylated version of the same peptide, but to a significantly lesser extent ( Figure S1D ). In the absence of primary antibody (second-degree antibody only), fluorescence intensity was very low. n = 33-249 cells per group.
(legend continued on next page) likewise depend on stress modulation of lamin-A,C's structure. However, here where we focus on the important downstream consequences of phosphorylated lamin-A,C after providing further evidence of a stress-modulated mechanism. Upon detachment from substrate into suspension, MSCs and their nuclei rapidly rounded as cytoskeletal tension was relaxed. This process was accompanied within tens of minutes by lamin-A,C phosphorylation at Ser22 ( Figure 1D ). Cytoskeletal tension was similarly relaxed by treatment with the myosin-II inhibitor blebbistatin (blebb), resulting in a reduction in nuclear spread area and increased pSer22/LMNA (Figures 1E and S1E). Knockdown (KD) of myosin-IIA also increased pSer22/LMNA ( Figure S1F ), and expression of a phosphomimetic myosin-IIA construct, S1943D, known to suppress stress fiber assembly [20, 21] lowered the amount of lamin-A,C ( Figure S1G ). Matrix mechanics, cell detachment or reattachment, cell spreading, and myosin inhibition all collectively and independently support the conclusion that low nuclear stress favors lamin-A,C phosphorylation.
A nominal ''nuclear tension'' in cell spreading was estimated from the product of nuclear strain and nuclear stiffness, as calculated respectively from the fold change in projected nuclear area ( Figure 1F ) and from the level of lamin-A,C, which contributes to stiffness (see the Supplemental Information). Replotting of the pSer22/LMNA values for matrix-dependent MSC spreading ( Figure 1C ) and blebb treatment ( Figure 1E ) versus nuclear tension collapsed all of the data onto hyperbolic decays, consistent with inhibition of lamin-A,C phosphorylation by nuclear tension ( Figures 1G and 1H ).
Lamin-A Phosphomutants Moderate Nuclear Mechanosensitivity
For assessment of the functional importance and properties of lamin-A,C phosphorylation, MSCs were transfected with GFP fusions of lamin-A having either a phosphomimetic S22D or a nonphosphorylatable S22A and compared to cells transfected with WT GFP-lamin-A. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP; Figure 2A ) was used to assess the mobile fractions, f, (at 5-10 min) of the S22 variant proteins during and after cell attachment to soft and stiff substrates. FRAP was started 30 min after plating of MSCs, and blebb was added after 24 hr. Up to 30%-40% of WT GFP-lamin-A was mobile 30 min after plating, regardless of matrix stiffness (Figure S2A ). However, lamin-A was progressively immobilized with cell adhesion, and by just 2 hr (with t z 1 hr) the soluble fraction was a stable w15% on soft matrix and <5% on stiff matrix. The higher mobility of WT GFP-lamin-A in rounded nuclei on soft matrix at both 2 hr and 24 hr, and also after inhibition of contractility with blebb treatment ( Figure 2B ), was consistent with higher pSer22 ( Figures 1C and 1E ). These findings are also consistent with the fact that during cell division the phosphorylation of Ser22 solubilizes lamin-A,C [15] .
In contrast to WT lamin-A, neither S22D nor S22A exhibited a dependence of the mobile fraction, f, on matrix stiffness (Figures 2B and S2B). Phosphorylation of lamin-A thus appeared to be downstream of matrix. Moreover, S22D mobility remained high 4-fold longer than the WT (t z 4 hr), regardless of stiffness. Although by 24 hr f was similar for S22D and the WT on soft gels, perhaps due to phosphorylation of sites other than Ser22, blebb had no significant effect on f for S22D. Since S22A lamin-A was completely immobilized after only 2 hr of adhesion to any matrix ( Figure S2B ), the phosphodynamics of Ser22 seemed important to lamin-A,C mobility. A similar increase in mobile fraction for phosphomimetic S22E lamin-A over the WT and S22A was observed in lung carcinoma A549 cells ( Figure S2C ).
While ectopically expressed WT GFP-LMNA localized predominantly at the nuclear envelope, as did S22A, the phosphomimetic S22D appeared to be more homogenous within MSC nuclei ( Figure 2C) . A diffuse nuclear distribution of S22D was consistent with confocal z stack imaging that showed nucleoplasmic pSer22 staining in fixed MSCs ( Figure 1A , bottom). Live-cell imaging showed that both S22D and S22A completely suppressed differences in nuclear area between cells on soft and stiff matrices: while the WT-expressing cells had twice the nuclear area on stiff versus soft matrix, S22D suppressed nuclear spreading on stiff matrix and S22A suppressed nuclear rounding on soft matrix ( Figure 2D ). The morphological and molecular-structural characteristics of S22 phosphomutants were also accompanied by significant changes in nuclear deformability ( Figure 2E ): the relaxation times of micropipetteaspirated nuclei at fixed stress showed softening of S22D nuclei and stiffening with S22A relative to the WT. The phosphodynamics of S22 in lamin-A,C are thus critical in determining the structural organization and mechanics of nuclei during cell spreading.
Lamin-A,C Degradation Is Downstream of Phosphorylation
During cell division, comprehensive phosphorylation is required to disassemble the lamina, but during interphase, our results suggest that cells titrate lamin-A,C levels and phosphorylation to regulate molecular mobility and nuclear stiffness in proportion to cytoskeletal stress and matrix stiffness. We hypothesized that these processes were linked, with high pSer22 in relaxed cells favoring lamin-A,C degradation.
(C) Stiff matrix enhances nuclear stress which inhibits phosphorylation of lamin-A,C. Stress on nuclei in MSCs was manipulated by changing of matrix stiffness and adhesion time. Cells spread, with correspondingly greater projected nuclear areas, with increasing adhesion time and to a greater extent on stiff (40 kPa, black line) versus soft (0.3 kPa, blue line) substrate. A thin, soft matrix (0.3 kPa, green line) showed behavior intermediate between soft and stiff. The matrix-modulated adhesion process was accompanied by an increase in the total LMNA and a reduction in the fraction of pSer22/LMNA. Error bars in all plots show 6SEM. n = 77-276 cells per group. (D) Cell detachment increased pSer22/LMNA in rounding nuclei, with phosphorylation (quantified by immunoblot; n = 3) increasing over tens of minutes in suspension, consistent with relaxation of nuclear stress. (E) pSer22/LMNA increased with myosin-IIA inhibition and stress relaxation by blebbistatin (blebb) treatment (immunofluorescence, Figure S1E ). n = 25-32 cells per group. (F) Nuclear shape was modeled as an ellipsoid, with surface area assumed to be constant during nuclear deformation. During cell spreading, the nucleus was stretched and flattened down against the substrate, subject to tangential stretching (''hoop strain'') but negligible radial strain. As the hoop strain scaled with the radius, r, and the fold change in r can be estimated by the square root of the fold change in projected nuclear area, we concluded that the nuclear strain involved in cell spreading can be estimated by εw ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a=a 0 p , where a is the nuclear projected area and a 0 corresponds to the initial state. (G) Via expression of nuclear tension as a function of lamin-A,C level and nuclear area, pSer22/LMNA data were fit to hyperbolic decays. The plot shows data fitting for MSCs cultured on hydrogel substrates that are soft, or soft and thin, or stiff (adhesion time: 1, 3.5, and 24 hr; Figure 1C) . (H) Data fitting for MSCs subjected to lamin-A,C KD and blebb treatment (Figures 1E and S1E) . Error bars indicate 6SEM. See also Figure S1 .
Full-lane immunoblots of lamin-A,C in MSCs maintained in suspension in serum-supplemented media for 10 or 45 min showed a decrease in intact lamin-A,C with time and slightly increased intensity of weak lower bands ( Figure 3A) . Immunostaining of the same blots for pSer22 revealed the same bands plus many additional lower bands, with densitometry illustrating the differences ( Figures 3B, S3A , and S3B). So that specificity of the antibody could be confirmed, gels were sliced for MS analyses, and the lower-molecular-weight (MW) bands indeed yielded up to 28 distinct lamin-A,C-derived peptides ( Figures 3C, 3D, and S3C) . Lamin-A,C peptides were found in each of the lower-MW gel slices from lysates of MSCs and A549 cells (Figures 3D and S3D) . Immunoblotting with antibody against cleaved lamin-A also revealed an abundance of signal at low MW with very little signal from intact protein ( Figure 3E ). Immunoblot analyses-as with any bulk technique-could reflect distinct subpopulations of cells, but immunofluorescence imaging demonstrated that antipSer22, as well as monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies against anti-cleaved lamin-A, produced significant signal in every nucleus ( Figure S3F ).
To assess whether degradation could be downstream of phosphorylation, we leveraged the fact that lamin-A,C is classically a target of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs). MSCs were treated with an inhibitor, RO3306, shown to act against several CDKs at mM concentration [23] ; treatments of %6 hr tend to minimize extraneous changes in protein levels. In drug-treated cells, quantitative immunofluorescence revealed a w50% decrease in pSer22 and >80% decrease in immunostaining of cleaved lamin-A,C, as assessed with two independent antibodies ( Figures 3F, 3G , and S3F). Drug-treated cells also showed higher lamin-A,C and larger nuclear areas, consistent with a high-contractility phenotype induced by phosphoinhibition ( Figure S3G ). Additionally, plotting of pSer22/LMNA as a function of nuclear tension (as in Figures  1G and 1H ) fit to an appropriate hyperbolic form ( Figure S3H ). Since the CDK inhibitor suppressed lamin-A,C phosphorylation and degradation, we expected that drug-treated nuclei would also be stiffer in micropipette aspiration; indeed, the nuclear relaxation times were w10,000-fold longer than untreated cells ( Figure 3H ). Phosphorylation of lamin-A,C thus precedes turnover and nuclear softening.
Correlated Phosphorylation of S390 and S22 Sites in Lamin-A,C
A large number of lamin-A,C phosphorylation sites have been identified by MS, with many occurring in mitosis [24] [25] [26] . Our earlier MS studies identified Ser22, Ser390, Ser404, and Thr424 as more phosphorylated on soft compared to stiff substrate [9] , and recent work has associated phosphorylation of Figure S2A ). Independent of matrix stiffness, S22D mobile fractions were higher than the WT, whereas S22A remained polymerized (Figure S2B) . WT lamin-A was solubilized by blebb after 24 hr on stiff gels, but treatment of phosphomimetic S22D showed no significant change. n = 9-18 nuclei per group. (C) Live-cell imaging of WT, S22D, and S22A phosphomimetic GFP-lamin-A constructs. S22D showed a diffusive nucleoplasmic distribution and low nuclear spreading, consistent with a nucleoplasmic distribution of pSer22. (D) S22D and S22A suppressed matrix mechanosensitivity of MSCs, whereas WT nuclei spread by >2-fold on stiff matrix (40 kPa) relative to soft matrix (0.3 kPa). n = 5-18 nuclei per group. (E) Relaxation times measured by micropipette aspiration showed S22D nuclei to be significantly softer than WT nuclei, and S22A nuclei were moderately stiffer. Relaxation times were determined at the same value of creep compliance (J = 1.4 kPa 21 ) per [22] . Error bars show the log mean 6 SEM. n > 4 nuclei.
Error bars indicate 6SEM. See also Figure S2 . . SRF and cofactors (in cyan) and target genes (blue) were significantly suppressed. The YAP1-regulated Hippo pathway has also been implicated in cellular mechanosensitivity [7] , but it appeared to be unaffected here. (legend continued on next page)
Ser404 with turnover of lamin-A precursor [27] . While the wellstudied pSer22 modification is recognized by commercial antibodies, MS analyses of multiple samples showed that overexpression of lamin-A resulted in greater phosphorylation of both Ser22 and Ser390 ( Figure 3I ). The addition here of excess lamin-A, perturbing the mechanical equilibrium of the cell and conceivably relieving or disrupting tension on the nucleoskeleton, is perhaps compensated for in the cell by increased phosphorylation and subsequent lamin turnover. Conversely, lamin-A,C KD resulted in reduced phosphorylation at both sites, thus helping to maintain the integrity of the diminished lamina ( Figure 3J ). Furthermore, titration with synthetic peptides showed Ser390 to be phosphorylated 1%-5% in both A549 cells and MSCs ( Figure S1E ). Importantly, the same pSer390 phoshopeptide was also detected in tryptic peptides from lysates of multiple mouse tissues (brain, muscle, and heart) [9] , but the numerous cell types in such tissues complicate interpretations and strongly motivate the studies of specific human cell types here.
Lamin-A,C Level and Phosphomutants Regulate
Myosin-IIA Since the phosphomimetic mutant of lamin-A,C led to nuclear rounding and lamin-A,C interacts with nuclear actin and actinbinding proteins [28, 29] to partially regulate at least a few components in the serum response factor (SRF) pathway [9, 30] , we hypothesized broad control of actomyosin gene expression [31] . Whole-genome transcriptional profiling of LMNA KD MSCs showed repression of target genes and cofactors of the mechanosensitive SRF pathway ( Figures 4A and 4B ), leading to broad suppression of the actin cytoskeleton to a greater extent than in any other pathways ( Figure S4A ). Proteomic profiles showed excellent correlation with transcript profiles, with all significantly altered SRF targets, including myosin-IIA (MYH9 gene), being repressed at both the protein and mRNA level ( Figure 4C ).
To investigate a functional link between lamin-A,C phosphorylation and myosin-IIA (MYH9), we established A549 cell lines with small hairpin RNA knockdown of endogenous lamin-A,C plus transduction with GFP-lamin-A constructs WT, S22E, and S22A ( Figures 4D and S4B-S4D) . The phosphomimetic showed in the immunoblot a lower-MW band consistent with Figure 3E and phosphorylation-initiated degradation. Overexpression of lamin-A generally increased myosin-IIA above a basal level ( Figure 4E ), and at higher overexpression levels of the nonphosphorylatable and immobile S22A construct, myosin-IIA increased to a much greater extent compared to overexpression of phosphomimetic S22E. A hyperbolic fit to the S22A data intercepted the y axis at a nonzero value, suggesting that a fraction of myosin-IIA expression is independent of lamin-A,C, which is consistent with the presence of this essential myosin in lamin-A,C knockout mice [32, 33] . Since lamin-A,C primarily regulates the actomyosin cytoskeleton, depolymerization of F-actin in our studies of nuclear stiffness (see the Experimental Procedures) as modulated by lamin-A,C phosphorylation ( Figures 2E and 3H ) seems likely to reveal properties attributable directly to the structural state of lamin-A,C.
Systems Mechanobiology Gene Circuit Couples Lamin-A,C and Myosin-IIA Expression While our recent work established that lamin-A,C positively regulated its own transcription factor [9] , lamin-A,C phosphodynamics here affect also myosin-IIA levels. Based on these and additional experimental insights, a parsimonious model of expression and degradation for both lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA message and protein was formulated as a ''mechanobiological gene circuit'' (MGC) ( Figure 4F and the Supplemental Information) in order to assess whether a stably coupled system could be reasonably achieved. The most important and atypical aspect of the model is mechanically regulated degradation of these two structural proteins, which follows otherwise standard cooperative Michaelis-Mententype enzyme kinetics. Transcription of both genes was assumed to be linear in lamin-A,C protein, and linearity was also assumed for degradation of transcript as well as for protein synthesis. Equations describing the MGC were solved numerically, constrained by experimental observations (Figures 1G and 1H and the Supplemental Information), and the nonlinear degradation terms fed back into the gene circuit to generate stable expression states of both lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA ( Figure 4G ). As matrix stiffness and cell tension suppressed protein phosphorylation and turnover (modeled from relations in the MGC in Figure 4H ), steady-state levels monotonically increased with matrix E, consistent with coupled mechanoregulation of lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA. With this initial model in hand, further experiments will be needed to measure the stress-dependent rate constants for the lamins and many other relevant proteins. Next-generation, high-throughput methods of sequencing and proteomics seem highly appropriate [34] for these microenvironmentdependent metabolic questions.
Experimental Procedures
Additional details of the isolation and culture of primary MSCs, cell treatments and phosphomimetic constructs, immunofluorescence and confocal imaging, FRAP, immunoblotting, transcriptional profiling, and (D) S22A and E GFP-lamin mutants expressed in cells with knockdown of endogenous lamin-A,C show roughly similar levels of both constructs and endogenous protein.
(E) Lamin-A,C phosphorylation feeds back into myosin-IIA level. Expression of increasing levels of phosphomimetic GFP-S22E-lamin-A in A549 cells with KD of endogenous lamin-A,C had minimal effect on myosin-IIA levels. In contrast, expression of an nonphosphorylatable S22A construct caused a relatively increased quantity of myosin-IIA [the x axis shows total LMNA; S22A data were fit by the hyperbolic function y = abx (1 + bx) 21 . (F) Tension-dependent phosphorylation and turnover feeds into transcriptional regulation, as captured by a mechanobiological gene circuit (MGC) systems model that couples both lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA levels to matrix stiffness. Lamin-A,C transcriptionally regulates LMNA via the retinoic acid pathway (through a mediator, a) and also MYH9 via the SRF pathway through nuclear actin. On stiff matrix, nonphosphorylated, contraction-competent myosins positively regulate lamin-A,C, favoring assembly and opposing degradation that occurs on soft matrices. (G) The MGC systems model predicted that lamin-A,C and myosin-IIA levels should monotonically increase with matrix elasticity but also saturate on rigid substrates.
(H) MGC model suggests decreased lamin phosphorylation with increasing nuclear tension (consistent with the model and experimental data shown in Figures 1F-1H) . Error bars indicate 6SEM. See also Figure S4 . micropipette aspiration can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Preparation of Soft and Stiff Hydrogel Substrates
The preparation of polyacrylamide gels with controlled elasticity and covalent attachment to glass coverslips was described in detail in a published methods paper [18] ; the method is also summarized in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
MS and Quantification of Synthetic Phosphopeptides
Quantification of proteins by label-free MS is described in the Supplemental Experimental Proceduresand earlier work [35] . MS response to phosphorylation at S22 and S390 was calibrated using synthetic versions of tryptic peptides (SGAQASSTPLSPTR, SGAQASSTPL[pSer22]PTR, and LRLSP SPTSQR LRL[pSer390]PSPTSQR; GenScript), which were spiked into a tryptic cell digests (60-80 kDa MW band) ( Figure S1E ). The data in Figures  3C, 3D , and S3C-S3E were attained without alignment between spectra (Elucidator, Rosetta Biosystems). The data in Figures 3I and 3J were aligned against standards containing both phosphorylated and unphosphorylated versions of the S22 and S390 tryptic peptides. Specificity of primary lamin-A pSer22 antibody (rabbit polyclonal, Cell Signaling) was tested by incubation overnight at 4 C in 3% BSA with the corresponding phosphopeptide (SGAQASSTPL[pSer22]PTR) at a peptide:antibody ratio of 10:1 ( Figures 1B and S1D ).
Systems Mechanobiology Gene Circuit
Derivations of the equations used to describe the interactions in Figure 4F are shown in the Supplemental Information and are solved in the steady state to produce the data plotted in Figures 4G and 4H using code written in Mathematica (Wolfram).
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures and four figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.cub.2014.07.001.
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